
LLeessssoonnss  ffrroomm  tthhee  ppllaayyggrroouunndd;;  

WWhhaatteevveerr  yyoouu  ddoo  ……bbee  tthheerree!!  
 

 

I am not sure why, but it 

is the playground where 

I am getting inspiration 

for my articles at the  

moment. Last week I 

was inspired by a 

mothers encouragement 

of her child to get back 

up after falling. This 

week I have been 

inspired to write about a 

mother who didn’t give 

her child the same 

respect or attention. 

 

I wasn’t at the playground this week, I was just driving by. In passing I noticed a 

mother pushing her child on a swing. That sounds pretty common, I know, but 

what grabbed my attention was that the mother was paying no attention to her 

daughter, instead talking on the phone and looking in the opposite direction. 

What is disturbing to me is that this occurrence is also pretty common-place these 

days. So, you are asking, what is the big deal? 

 

It doesn’t seem like that big of a deal does it? But to me it raises three pretty 

important questions; 

1. How is the child likely to feel about the fact that, in a period of time that 

should be devoted to quality time together, her mother would rather talk 

to someone else and not even give her any attention? 

2. What joy, interacting with her child, may the mother have missed whilst 

her attention was elsewhere? 

3. What impact would that small, seemingly insignificant indiscretion have on 

the long term relationship between mother and child? 

 

I know what some people are asking, “How do you 

know that the mother hasn’t spent 58 minutes of 

devoted time with her child and spent only 2 minutes 

on the phone?” The answer … I don’t! But I do know, 

when I have been distracted from someone I care 

about by the phone, the call is never so critical as to 

potentially send a message to the person that they 

are not important enough for me to devote 100% of 

my focus to them! In 99.9% of cases the phone call 

could wait! Isn’t a child worth total devotion from 

their parent for a short period of time? Don’t get me 

wrong … I have been just as guilty of this as anyone 

but what I have learned is; if I am going to do 

something … I will be 100% present and give it 

everything. I can tell you, it is so worth it!! 

 

 

 



All we have is the present moment 
I have spent too much of my life wishing I was somewhere else or distracted by 

superficial things. If I had just been focussed on being right there in the present 

moment who knows what amazing joy and fulfilment may have come from it? 

When I was a footballer I often wished I was finished training because it was 

painful! When I was a teacher, I couldn’t wait until the end of class so I could get 

out of there! When I was a personal trainer and supposed to be focused on my 

client at 6am, I was often thinking about how great it would be if I was still in bed! 

When I was writing my books I was often trying to speed up the process and have 

the finished product in my hands. Many times with my beautiful wife Laura I have 

let myself be distracted by the phone or other thoughts when I should have been 

totally devoted to her for that moment! Do you relate to anything I am saying? 

 
There is so much amazing 

joy when you are right there 

living in that moment … 

even it if is doing something 

you don’t love. The reality is 

that the current moment is 

all we have. We can’t 

change the past and we 

can’t predict the future so 

why don’t we spend more 

of our time being in the 

present moment? Even if 

there are other things you 

would rather be or need to 

be doing. 

 

Whatever you are doing … be there!! 
When you are with someone you care about about and you give them undivided 

attention and devotion you are saying to them, without words, that they are 

important to you! So whoever you choose to spend your time with … be there! 

 

When you are present and ‘giving it all’ to things that you are doing, even if there 

are other things you would rather do, you will find joy in those tasks. Have you 

ever decided to be great at your job, even if you don’t love it, and as a result felt 

immense satisfaction & joy? The reality is that you are not going to love 

everything you have to do in life. But, don’t wish you were somewhere else … 

make the most of it, do the very best you can and … be there! 

 

When you focus on the being present and 

‘giving your best’ to everything you do, you 

won’t need to worry about the future … it will 

take care of itself. You will build relationships 

that will last, you will create trust that will be 

reciprocated, you will find joy that you never 

knew and you will develop habits that will lead 

to success in every area of your life! Spend this 

week focussing on being right there in each 

moment and enjoy what happens as a result. 
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